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Abstract.
The ability to solve spatial tasks is crucial for everyday life and thus of great importance 
for cognitive agents (humans, animals, robots). A common approach to modeling this 
ability in arti�cial intelligence has been to represent spatial con�gurations and spatial 
tasks in form of knowledge about space and time. Augmented by appropriate algorithms 
such representations allow the computation of knowledge-based solutions to spatial 
problems. In contrast, natural embodied and situated cognitive agents often solve spatial 
tasks without detailed knowledge about underlying geometric and mechanical laws and 
relationships; they can directly relate actions and their e�ects due to spatio-temporal 
a�ordances inherent in their bodies and their environments. Against this background, 
we argue that spatial and temporal structures in the body and the environment can 
substantially support (or even replace) reasoning e�ort in computational processes. 
I will demonstrate the approach with concrete examples.
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